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Cover Model - Elsa Edward Styles
Photographer - Bruce Haggie

Point Cartwright
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Photographer - Bruce Haggie 
www.brucehaggiephotography.com.au
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Beach Col labera t i on

Cover Model - Elsa Edward Styles
Photographer - Bruce Haggie

Point Cartwright
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As the early afternoon sun began was high in the sky, casting a radiant glow over the tranquil 
beach, twelve photographers gathered, their cameras at the ready. Each was armed with a unique 
eye for detail, a distinct artistic approach, and an insatiable passion for capturing beauty. They 
were all there for one reason: a grand beach photo shoot featuring six stunning models.

The models, each bringing their own unique look and style, were the epitome of grace, their excite-
ment palpable. They emerged from their dressing areas, donning the latest summer fashion - an 
eclectic mix of vibrant swimwear, flowing beach dresses, and chic accessories. Their makeup was 
flawlessly applied, a delicate balance of natural and dramatic, perfectly designed to enhance their 
features under the golden afternoon sun.
 
The beach served as an idyllic backdrop, with its crystal-clear waters, pristine white sands, and the 
soft echo of waves crashing against the shore. The models moved with an innate elegance, striking 
poses that balanced strength and delicacy while the photographers expertly directed them, captur-
ing the magic of each moment.
 
Each photographer brought a unique perspective, creating a symphony of shutters clicking. Some 
focused on close-ups, capturing the models’ expressions and the intricate details of their outfits. 
Others preferred wide shots that encapsulated the breathtaking beach scenery alongside the mod-
els. The air was filled with a harmonious blend of creativity, dedication, and the shared pursuit of 
the perfect shot.
 
Throughout the afternoon, the energy remained high. The photographers skillfully adapted their 
techniques to the changing light, capturing the subtle shift in hues as the sun traveled across the 
sky. The models, meanwhile, remained tireless, delivering pose after pose with unwavering profes-
sionalism and vivacity. The shoot was a beautiful dance between models and photographers, each 
inspiring the other to reach new heights of artistic expression.

And as the sun began to set, casting a warm, golden glow over the beach, the last photos were 
taken. The day had been a resounding success, a testament to the power of collaboration and the 
captivating beauty of the beach. Each photo was a piece of art, a frozen moment in time that told a 
story of style, elegance, and the enchanting allure of summer.

Phil Bradeley
Author

Beach Col labo ra t i on



Model -  Emily Ervine
@Emily Ervine
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Photographer - Ilia Starkovsky
www.beerwahphotographics.com
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Model - Leah Grant
@_dankomenorgy_

Model - Lily 
@lilyluka_nz 
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Photographer - Tony Scott
@tonyscottphotographer
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Model - Levi Needham
@levi_needham

Photographer - Tony Scott
@tonyscottphotographer
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Model - Joanne Thorley
@surfmodeljo2



Ethically-Produced In Small Batches

Our processes consider the ethical and environmental impacts. We only 
use fabrics that sourced sustainability, produced with ethical process and 
will last longer thanks to a higher quality. Our entire cycle from its design 

to potential uses and lifespan is considered for it to be classified as sus-
tainable fashion!

Mati ldac o v e
www.matildacove.com.au
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Matilda Cove is an Australian 
sustainable swimwear brand. 
We oppose mass production 
as it depletes resources, ex-
ploits people and ruins the 

environment. Instead we pro-
duce in small batches, making 

our swimwear highly exclu-
sive, with all garments manu-
factured to the highest quality 

Creat i v eME
Magazine



Designed for the modern, em-
powered woman – who wants not 

only an outrageously beautiful 
aesthetic, but also social responsi-
bility – our bikinis and swimsuits 

are handmade using recycled 
fabrics made from ocean waste 

including fishing nets.

Mati ldac o v e
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Noosa Based
www.matildacove.com.au
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Model - Amy Doerre
@ames.doerre93
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Photographer - Peter Skennerton 
@picsxpeter



Model - Krystal
@ krystal.galtryy
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Photographer - Peter Skennerton 
@picsxpeter



Model - Emma Tierney
@emmasmodeling25
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Model - Krystal
@ krystal.galtryy

Model - Amy Doerre
@ames.doerre93
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Photographer - Peter Skennerton 
@picsxpeter
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Model - Amy Doerre
@ames.doerre93
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Model - Destiny Brooker              
@the_walkingtalking_enigma
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PHOTOGRAPHY by  - @captur-
ing.xpressions 
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Model - Destiny Brooker              
@the_walkingtalking_enigma
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Model - Destiny Brooker              
@the_walkingtalking_enigma
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Model - Adelaide
@adelaideday98
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StayFancy Eye Wear
A new name in Eye Fashion

www.stayfancy.com.au



Model - Adelaide
@adelaideday98
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Model - Tabitha Snell               
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Model - Tabitha Snell
Sunshine Coast Model
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Model - Tabitha Snell
@tabitha_snell
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Model - Tabitha Snell
@tabitha_snell
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Model - Tabitha Snell
@tabitha_snell
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Photographer - Phil Bradeley
@phils._photos
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Kenoath 
DREAM MACHINES
Calendar Shoot
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Model - Paris Recchi
@parisrecchi
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www.kenoath.com.au
@kenoath.clothing.com
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www.kenoath.com.au
@kenoath.clothing.com

Model - Paris Recchi
@parisrecchi
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Model - Cheyenne O’Leagherry
@cheyenneoleary
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Model - Yuki
@sunsetglowgirl
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Model - Mia Soroka 
@aim.model
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Model - Yuki
@sunsetglowgirl
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Model - Yuki
@sunsetglowgirl
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Photographer - Phil Bradeley
@phils._photos

Model - Yuki
@sunsetglowgirl
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Model - Krisstle Delaware
@Krisstle2

Photographer - Ilia Starkovsky
www.beerwahphotographics.com
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Model - Krisstle Delaware
@Krisstle2

Drowning in Plastic
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Model - Krisstle Delaware
@Krisstle2



Drowning in Plastic

A series of shots taken by Photographer Ilia Starkovsky of Model Krisstle Del-
aware highlighting the devastating plastic pollution in some of our waterways. 
Ilia is a very expressive photographer who has a gallery in Beerwah near the 

Sunshine Coast.
Visit the gallery and view some of his work when you can. 

http://www.beerwahphotographics.com/
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Photographer - Ilia Starkovsky
www.beerwahphotographics.
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